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Eoiiins
VOLUME 44

(Z-107)

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

Speech Students
And Professor
Back At School
Win Honors In Oratorical
Competitions Sponsored By
Pi Kappa Alpha

Debate with Princeton
Is Broadcast Feature
Rollins College students in public
speech, accompanied by Professor
Harry R. Pierce, returned to the
campus Sunday from Farmville,
Va., where they attended a South
Atlantic Province tournament sponsored by Pi Kappa Delta fraternity
and won first honors in oratory and
extemporaneous speaking.
Miss Caroline Sadlin, of Old
Fort, N. C, won first place in the
oratory competitions with her delivery of "His Wrong Made Right",
and Miss Margery Chindahl, of
Maitland, placed first in extemporaneous speaking. Delegates from
colleges and universities in nine
states were entertained in the competitions.
Also attending the tournament
from Rollins were Miss Edna Harmon, of Oi'lando, a member of the
debating team, and Robert Lado, of
Tampa, who was entered in the
oratory contests.
At the close of the tournament.
Miss Harmon and Miss Chindahl,
accompanied by Mrs. M. K. Harmon, left for New York City where
they participated in a radio debate
with Princeton University on Monday evening. May 1. The Rollins
team defended the affirmative
of the question "Resolved, that the
United States should cease using
public funds for the purpose of
stimulating business."
On Tuesday evening the Rollins
team debated Catholic University,
Washington, D. C. Tonight they
will debate West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va., and tomorrow they will debate Western
Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio.
The debators are expected to
turn from their Eastern trip
Sunday, May 7.

Haimowitz Is Only
Junior To Present
Solo Performance
Young Pianist Piays Before
Huge Crowd;
Chopin's
"Nocturne" Especially Good
Last Sunday aftexmoon the Annie Russell Theatre rang with the
applause of one of the largest and
most enthusiastic audiences ever
to receive a student recital. The recipient of this applause was Ely
Haimowitz, pianist, the only junior
in the history of Rollins Conservatory to give a solo recital.
This reviewer found it impossible to criticize the quality of the
performance, because it was so enjoyable throughout. Mr. Haimowitz is entirely out of the category
of students for whom one must
make excuses. He must and can
stand on his own merits from now
on. His playing is characterized
by fine technical ability, displayed
with feeling — discriminating feeling, a modification seldom seen in
the performance of a young pianist. His quiet, flowing passages
could hardly be surpassed, especially as exhibited in the Chopin
"Nocturne". The only passages
which did not ring quite true were
several in the second movement of
the Beethoven sonata which seemed rather childish. Perhaps this
was bad playing and perhaps it
was Herr Beethoven's genius.
This recital will long be remembered, not as a performance of
duty and condesension on the part
of the audience, but as a performance of great beauty and understanding on the part of a student
who will go far in the musical
world.

Notice
Professor Denney will be at
home to students tonight, after
7:30 o'clock, at his apartment in
El Cortez. This is an informal
get-together, and by the request
of several students is for the
purpose of questions and discussions on a philosophy of life
and practical elements of the
Christian religion.
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Competition Open To Men Relay Team Makes Good
Show To ring Total Points
Planning '41 Graduation;
Up To 42
'39 Grads Have Best Chance

K. Rawls Aims For
Rhodes scholarship competition
for 1939 will be open to all stu194001ympicTeam dents
who plan to graduate either
in 1940 or 1941, although those who
In Diving Events will
graduate in 1939 will have a
much better chance of being con-

Ft. Lauderdale Girl Has Won sidered successuUy than the others.
37 Southern and National, Th« scholarships are open to men
3 Japanese Titles
between the ages of nineteen and
twenty-five and run for two years,
with an option on the third year,
if the student needs to take it and
can show good reasons for doing so.
The scholarships are worth four
hundred pounds, or roughly two
thousand dollars, per year, from
which all expenses for the student
at the university and for travel
must be taken.
The scholarships are unique in
that they are probably the most
difficult scholarships of any to get
in this country. Each year thii-tytwo American students are chosen.
The original list -of applicants is
probably well over one thousand,
and no one is allowed to apply even
originally unless he meets certain
standards ^f character and academic ability.
The tremendous advantages of a
two or three year period in England among English and Colonial
students, in a university which is
often recognized as the world's
greatest, cannot be overstated.
Any Rollins students who should
desii'e to compete for those scholarships should present their names
to the Rhodes Scholarship Committee of Rollins, whose chairman is George Holt. If chosen by
the College they will then be eligible to compete in the state and
southeastern eliminaions.

Gamma Phi Betas
Initiated Three
Pedges SundayAlpha Mu Chapter of Gar
Phi Beta announces the initiation
of Marguerite Lucas of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Rita Costello
of Winter Haven, Florida, and
Erika Heyder of Westerley, Rhod.
Island.

New Kitties And Fox Cubs Lap up Milk
Accompanied by Jeers And Cat Calls
Thursday evening a fresh litter
of six Cats, and a newly born
group of seven Foxes sat down at
a long table at whose head sat
Prexy Holt. At a sharp command
barked by severe appearing Prexy,
seconded by a not so severe appearing Bud Hoover, the 13 incipients bent over soup dishes filled brimming with milk and in typical feline fashion lapped noisily.
Great though the nose of the ignominious lapping was however,
it was insignificant compared to the
clamor of the derisive remai'ks
hurled at the lappers with such
gleeful gusto by the old members
of Cat and Fox.
Fortunately for the hungry initiates, the rest of the meal was
eaten in the approved manner, but
McFall, apparently wishing to show
his approval of the lapping method,
started in without benefit of silver2 on his mashed potatoes. It
at this point that Hoover be-

e remonstrated by pulling from
his pocket and shoving in front of
Bobby's face a copy of the evening
paper which contained on a back
J a three line notice carefully
set off by heavy red pencil marks.
Listen McFall, we told you some
ime ago that you weren't an individual any more. You're a member of a fraternity, a famous fraternity. You're a Phi Delt! (advt.)
See that notice? Well act like a
an, boy, act like a man".
Dinner over, everyone followed
S. p. O.'s Pledge
Krouse Prexy Holt into the Monkey wing
and formed a semi-circle and listSigma Phi Omega, local frater- ened to Prexy briefly review the
i t y , wishes to announce the pledg- history of the two organizations.
They too were conceived in libing of George Krouse on April 29,
erty, but they were not dedicated

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Annual Rhodes Winter Park Dudley Darling Is Elected
Scholarships
Wins Swimming ^ ^ ^ President Ot Council
Offered Here Title In Meet
Awards Good For Two Harris Wins Cup;
Years; Third Optional
Local Girls Lose

Everyone hasn't heard of Katherine Rawls, but Rollins has been
unusually fortunate in being able
to see her swim and meet her personally. She has been attending
tbe high school meets held every
year here at Rollins for the last
eleven years.
She began swimming at six and
first entered into competition in
elementary meets at Coral Gables,
swimming with Ralph Flanagan
and June Burr. She won her first
national championship at the age
of thirteen by beating Eleanor
Holm in the Medley to break a
world's record. In the same meet
she also won the breast stroke
event, breaking a national record.
In 1932 and 1936 she took second
place in the diving at the Olympics.
She has won 37 southern and national chompionships and 3 Japanese championships.
She is training now for the 1940
Olympics where she plans to concentrate on diving, because she
feels that the American girls are
good enough to win the swimming
events. Her next competition will
be at the nationals in New York
but she isn't sure yet wbich events
she will enter. However, she is
the defending champion in the 440
yards, 880 yards, mile and medley,
for the last three of which she
holds the world's records.
She has been married for almost
a year to Mr. Thompson, who owns
a flying school and airport in Ft.
Lauderdale. Katherine herself is
learning to fly and says she spends
more time in the air than in the
water. Her husband flys her to all
her American meets.
She has just come back from attending meets in South America,
and has also traveled to Japan and
Germany for her swimming.

Support
Rollins Sandspur

to the proposition that all men are
created equal. In fact one of the
principle tenets is that any person
or persons capable of delifing the
sacred statues with a coating of
tar and feathers is to be considered
more an amphibian than a land
creature. Therefore perpetrators
of such vandalism are offered a
choice of being thrown off the first
dock or hurled off the second.
Possibly the revelation of the
background of the two statues
would instill in everyone the respect
due anything procured with such
difficulty ficfr a noble pufrppse.
Dean Arthur Enyart, while flying
as Chief of the Samoan Air Force
in the World War, discovered them
guarding the entrance to His Imperial Majesty, The Czar of All the
Russia's private well hidden pool
room. The Dean purloined them,
and justifiably, not for himself,
but for a whole nation. He stuffed
them with food, and nightly flew
them through the shell filled heavens to the starving Armenians, explaining when he stopped for passport inspection that the statues
were merely toys for his children.
Numerous Thilling Adventure resulted from his attempts to smuggle the statues back to his counry. The Dean, however, with a
transparent try at hiding his modesty, insisted accounts of these adventures must not be printed.
Though of late the two organizatons have not been overly too active, the infusion of the blood of
the wolf, namely Dick Kelly, is but
one reason to expect greater
things. The other reasons, worthwhile ones, must of necessity remain secret.

Coach Francis Warren's veteran
Winter Park High School boy's
team, runners-up to Ft. Lauderdale
last year, beat out Robert E. Lee,
of Jacksonville, to cop the high
school swimming championship for
boys at the State High School
Aquatic Meet held at Rollins last
Saturday.
Leading by a bare three-point
margin, Winter Park's 400-yard relay combination of Talton, Rothermel, Coith, and John Harris beat
out the Jacksonville High School
relay team in the last event on the
program to gain their first high
school swimming championship.
Winter Park amassed a total of 42
points, seven points better than
Lee's 35 points.
Sisters Win
In the gii'l's bradket, Miami
Beach followed up the blistering
pace set by the brilliant Hoerger
sisters, Ruth and Mary, to handily
brush aside all opposition in winding their third straight championship title.
With Ruth Hoerger cracking reeds in the 150-yard, the 220-yard,
and the 440-yard free style events,
and Mary Hoerger, for the second
successive year, beating her own
State diving record and placing second to Dorothy Rawls in the 50yard dash, the veteran Miami Beach
girl's unit had little trouble in defending their titular laurels. Miami
Beach collected a total of 49 points,
while Ft. Lauderdale, with 33
points, copped second honors.
Winter Park, after playing secid fiddle to Johnny Patton and
Co., of Ft. Lauderdale, for two
s, consistently piled up their
42 points. The Winter Park 330yard medley relay team of Steve
Coith, John and Paul Harris crackfour-year-old record for that
event established by Ft. Lauderdale in 1936.
Hoerger Set 3 Records
Five of the six records established Saturday were credited to the
East Coast's trio of outstanding
gill swimmers. Ruh Hoerger set
three records, Mary Hoerger one,
and Dorothy Rawls, the fifth. Miss
Rawls' record was hung up in the
100-yard free style event when she
displaced her 1938 record by clipping nine-tenths of a second from
the previous record of 1 minute 7
and 3-lOths seconds.
John Harris, with 14 points, was
awarded individual high points
honors in the boys' division, while
Ruth Hoerger and Dorothy Rawls,
with 15 points each, tied for the
second straight year fo rthe girls'
individual high scoring honors.
George Whitner, Robert E. Lee,
was a close second to Harris with 13
points and Irene Hoke, of Palm
Beach's fourth place team, followed
close on the heels of Ruth Hoerger
and Miss Rawls with 13 points.
Orlando Senior High School's
entry in the boys' division placed
fourth in the State-wide meet with
a total of 16 points.
In the girls' division, St. Petersburg placed third with 24 points,
while Winter Park fell below fifth
place Palm Beach with a meager
seven points.
St. Petersburg, with 24 points,
ranked third in the boys' bracket.
Hillsboro, of Tampa, with 11 points,
fell below Orlando into fifth place.
Ft. Lauderdale scored six points,
and Umatilla was last with a lone
tally.

Notice
Several bills owed by the Freshan Class must be paid before the
end of the term. The Freshman
Dance com pletely exhausted the
treasury. Therefore, in order that
these debts may be paid and a
small surplus be established, all
ibers of the Class of 1942 are
asked to pay their dance pledges,
f they have not already done so.
Also, a 25-cent assessment is required. Ashley Purse, class treaturer, will begin collecting this imediately.

Sue Terry, Vice President
Darling First Sophomore in

Years to Win Election;
Royall To Present Rollins Delegates Holds
Prominent Offices
Senior Recital In Attend Annual Johnson, Wesson To
Theatre Tuesday Press Convention Be On Inner -Council
Final Numbers Are Written
By Mrs. Scollard, Lyric
Poet; Tenor from Sigma Nu
Walter Royall, tenor, will present his senior recital at the Annie
Russel Theatre, Tuesday, May 9, at
8:15 P. M.
Royall began his vocal training
at the age of sixteen with Howard
Stevens of Portland, Maine, with
whom he studied for two years before coming to Rollins. During the
summer Mr. Royall has been a pupil of Royal Dadman, well-known
concert and oratorio artist of Boston. Before coming to Rollins he
had appeared as sloist with the
Portland Immanuel Choir and the
Portland Men's Singing Club.
During his four years at Rollins
he has appeared as soloist in all
the local churches, in St. Augustine, St. Petersburg, Orlando, and
Daytona. Last summer he sang as
soloist on a commercial program
over a New England Radio Network. He is a member of the Rolins A Capella Choir, and the Sigm Nu Fraternity. For the past
year he has been a pupil of Aroxie
Hagopian.
Of particular local interest are
the final numbers, for the lyrics
of this group were written by JesB. Rittenhouse Scollard, the nationally known lyric poet.
The program follows:
I
Love Me or Not (16th Century)—
Secchi.
Orpheus With His Lute (Fi-om
Shakespeare's Henry VIII) — Sullivan.
Now Is The Month of Maying
(16th Century) — Moliey.
II
Verborgenheit —- Hugo Wolf
Auch Kleine Dinge—Hugo Wolf
Nimmersatte Liebe—Hugo Wolf
Fussreiae — Hugo Wolf.
Ill
Che gelida manina (Prom "La
Boheme") — Pussini
IV
Romance — Debussy.
Bonjour, Suzon!
Le Nil — Delibes
Transformation—Wintter Watts
Embers — David Guion
The Ghostly Galley — David

Sandspur, Flamingo, Tomokan
Last Monday evening at the StuRepresent Blue and Gold In dent Council meeting the officers
Statewide Contest
for the year 1939-40 were elected.
The University of Florida will
be host to the fifth annual joint
convention of the Florida Intercollegiate Press Association and the
Florida Student Govenment Assocition May 5 and 6.
Student leaders in government
and press from all of the Florida
colleges and universities will meet
to discuss matters pretaining to
publications and undergraduate administration according to Joe D.
Hanna, Jr., treasurer of the F. I.
P. A.
A feature of the convention will
be the judging of the various publications. Rollins will be represented with the Sandspur, edited by
Hanna, the Flamingo, edited by
Donald W. Bradley and Louis B.
Bills and the 1938 Tomokan, edited
by Mink Whitelaw. Last year
none of the Rollins publications
placed in the contest.
Delegates to the convention from
Rollins will be Professor Willard
Wattles, Hanna, Bills, Bradley, and
Jess Gregg. Others who wish to attend should contact Hanna at the
earliest opportunity.

The campaign carried on before the
election was one of the most remarkable in the history of Rollins.
It is a true fact that half of the student body was in complete ignorance of who was running for the
offices until the final day of voting. Candidates dropped in and
out of the presidential race with
startling rapidity.
However, the outcome of the
elections cannot be criticized. When
all the votes bad been carefully
counted, Dudley V. Darling had
been elected to succeed William
Scheu. This is the first time in
many years that a sophomore has
been chosen for the president of
the Student Council. Dudley is
president of Theta Kappa Nu socal fraternity, president of the
Publications Union, chairman of
the Student Union committee, a
member of the Rollins choir, the
Rollins Student Players, and the
Annie Russell Company. He has
appeared successfully in several
plays in the Annie Russell Theatre.
He has shown his administrative
abilities in the past and is fully
qualified to assume the presidency
of the Student Council.

Alumni-Senior Dinner
To Be Given May 12th

Lois Sue Terry was elected vicepresident of the Council. She is a
member of the Chi Omega social
the Order of the Libra,
Dr. Holt to Tell Engagements; fraternity,
the chapel choir, and the chairman
Becky Holt Is Chairman
of the Interracial Committee. Dorothy Bryn, a member of the KapOne of the niany indications pa Kappa Gamma Sorority, was
that a memorable senior year is elected secretary, succeeding Pegdrawing to a close will be the an- gy Cass.
nual banquet given by the Alumni
Lois Johnson, Pi Beta Phi, and
for the graduating class on May
Independent, were
12th. Following the customary j elected to the Inner-Council
procedures, there will be brief
The new officers will succeed to
speeches by the president of the office immediately and will conUniversity Club of Orlando, and the tinue to function during the acapresident of the Orlando-Winter demic year of 1939-40. The new
p^rk branch of the A
Council members and alternates
sociation of University Women. were also received last night.
The principal speaker as yet is unThe first regular meeting of the
decided.
new officers and Council will be
Edna Giles Fuller, first held next Monday night in the
legislator of Florida, is to 1 Chemistry
Lectur
be the toastmistress. During the j Knowles Hall at 8
dinner, tradition has it that Dr.
Holt announces the engagements,
suspected or otherwise, of Alumni
or Seniors. Assurance of a gala
affair is evidenced by the fact that
Mrs. George Holt, chairman of the
Social Committee, is in charge
of the dinner and arrangements.

Rollins Sponsors
3rd. Annual Speech
Contest In Theatre

Kappa Kappa Gamma Representatives
Thrilled hy New Orleans Convention

Orange County High School
Students Compete For Two
Cups; 0. H. S. Past Winner

The Kappa Kappa Gamma convention was to be held in New Orleans the week-end of April 13, and
when Charlotte Stout and I were
told that we had been chosen as
delegates, we were thrilled to
es. We left on the 3:04 for
Jacksonville and were given a
hearty send-off by Mac, Sandy,
Patty, and Betty Watson. We
;-e all so excited, and I was just
e we wouldn't get all our bags
— however, we did. Charlotte
didn't like my idea of traveling by
coach so we spent most of our time
the diner talking over the coming convention. We discovered sev1 other Kappas on the train, too,
we had quite a time until our arrival in New Orleans Thursday eve. Charlotte and I stayed at
of the lovely New Orleans
homes, and we had barely arrived
there when we were scurried out
again by our dates to see the night
life of the city. And what a night
fe! — French town is simply fasnating with its dark, narrow
streets, its many antique shops,
and unique little dives; and to top
the evening off, we ended up at
the French market where they have
th best doughnuts (French) and
coffee you ever tasted.

The third annual Speech and Debating contest of Orange County
High Schools, sponsored by the Orlando Bar Association and Rollins
College, will be held at the Annie
Russell Theatre all day Saturday,
May 6.
The judges arc from the Oilando
Bar Association, which organization is awarding the two cups, one
for the school with the outstanding
orator, and one for the team of best
debaters. The cup awarded for
oratorical skill is given as a permanent trophy to the school that
wins it three years in succession,
Orlando High School has won it for
the last two years, and if they win
on Saturday they will be able to
call the cup their own.

round tables took up a great deal
of the day, but we found ample time
to get acquainted with our province
sisters. The alumnae of New Orleans were lovely to us — entertaining us for lunch or a buffet
supper, or letting us use their
homes for meetings, etc. The
Thetas, too, were most gracious
and entertained us at a tea where
we were given the opportunity of
meeting other fraternity girls of
the college there.
The final banquet was at the famous Arnaud's in French town
where we were delighted with his
special preparations. Various girls
were asked to sing or give skits,
and it wasn't long before they
called on Charlotte to sing the
Kappa song she made up to the
tune of "Indian Love Call". We had
dates afterwards and more of
Fi-ench town, until we stumbled into bed in the wee small hours of
the morning.

Pardon the rambling, but I just
had to hit the high spots as I came
to them. Convention was a huge
success. We gained a lot from it,
and we had a lot of fun. As a suggesting hint, why don't you all try
to go to your next one — you
Of course, business meetings and don't know what you're missing.

Rollins gives individual gold
medals to the members of the first
and second debating teams and to
the winner of the oratory contest.
These medals go to the individuals
themselves rather than to the High
School they represent.
There are five Orange County
High Schools which will probably
compete, the Orlando, Winter Park,
Apopka, Ocoee, and Winter Garden schools. Harry R. Pierce, professor of speech at Rollins, is in
charge of all arrangements for the
contest.
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relegated to the distant background. From
here our dancing girls will cavort out to the
stairs which lead to the open-air dance oval
facing the lake. "This provides an attractive
setting" for our final scene of whirling, dancing girls reflected in the moonlit waters of
beautiful Lake Virginia.
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EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, wellrruntied yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
%s gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon investigation
to bi among the extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

A Student Union Building
In the booklet prepared by the Student
Union Committee appears the following sentence: "Students need a recreational center
where they can enjoy each other's company
between and after classes." This is a beautiful sentiment and should be encouraged to
the fullest extent. However, we wonder if
the students couldn't enjoy each others
company in a building that costs less than
$50,000.
We believe firmly in the need for the
Student Union and are working on the committee that is struggling against great odds
to realize this building. What, at the present,
annoys us is the almost staggering price that
is to be paid for this glorified recreational
center.
From time to time meetings are held at
which all the students of the college are
urged to support the Student Union. A great
deal of enthusiasm is kindled by these meetings. Everyone resolves to do his bit to make
this project possible. That's as far as it
goes. When all the smoke has cleared away,
we still see a little group gathered around
a table trying to accomplish something that,
to most of the students on the campus, is
merely a dream which might someday come
true.
We quote further from the booklet:
"From the north approach, the student will
enter a spacious lobby with the campus post
office at the left and the book store and fountain room directly ahead. To the right of
the lobby is a dance floor which will accommodate 250 couples. Stairs from the balcony lead below to an open-air dance oval facing the lake. This provides an attractive
setting where guests may dance on warm
evenings or where students may dance during the daytime at their leisure.
"Directly below the store room and post
office is a game room with one end set aside
for card tables and reading, the other reserved for ping pong and billiards."
It sounds wonderful. It sounds imposing.
It sounds like a set for a movie musical comedy. All that is needed is a chorus of dancing girls to come sweeping in from the "spacious lobby" onto the "dance floor which will
accommodate 250 couples." Of course, while
our chorus is dancing, the 250 couples are

Hey, Extry! They Won't be Buried! Somebody do Something! 1-Act Plays in Dispute
Two one-act plays were presented by the Rollins Student Players
last Friday and Saturday evenings.
The first, "The Valiant", was a
nicely done little bit, sharp enough
to command attention, and presented in the conventional manner.
We would have liked it a good deal
more if the final two minutes had
been sliced off . . . it's a bad thing
to try to jam things down your
audience's throat sheerly by repetition. On the whole it was LTI
amusing bit, slightly morbid, but
it gave the character a nice chance
to develop. After all, what more
can a play do?

That's the set-up. We have satirized it
because, frankly, that is the way the proposed Student Union Building appears to us.
It sounds about as homey and inviting as
New York's Pennsylvania Station. It's about
as appealing as a barn for all of its spacious
lobbies and game rooms.

Several other items from the booklet appear equally inane. It is presented as "a
haven where they (the students) may go beNational Advertising Service, Inc.
College Publiibers Repretentalive
tween classes instead of wandering aimlessly
to town". There are times when even the
most devoted students feel that they want
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the to get away from the campus for a few minUnited States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.60 for utes. Of course, we also realize that Winter
vwo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
Park is a den of iniquity and that college stuEntered as second clasa matter, November 24, 1925. dents aren't old enough to know what lurks
M the post office at Winter Park. Florida, under the behind the innocent windows of East Park
let of March 3, 1879.
Avenue.
Editorial Staff
We refuse to believe that the person who
JOHN H. BUCKWALTER, III, „...- EDITOR
wrote the following priceless excerpt didn't
WENDELL A. DAVIS
SPORTS EDITOR
have his tongue in his cheek: "The game
TED PITMAN
SPORTS
RICHARD KELLY
SPORTS room will attract the students who now find
VICTORIA MORGAN
SOCIETY EDITOR it necessary to seek diversion in the commerELSIE MOORE
FEATURE EDITOR cial atmosphere of the town drug stores. StuLOIS SUE TERRY
PROOF EDITOR dents will save their 'pin money' now being
News Reporters
spent, for lack of anything else to do, on gasoDejay Shriner, Ann Kruse, Gladys Vogdes, Lillian line and the movies." We could become realRyan, Barbara Northen, Betty Hall, Mary K. Tran- ly incensed and ask boldly, "What pin
dle, Olive Callaway, Betty de Giers, Alfred Roosevelt, money?" But that wouldn't be cricket.
Joan Jenkins, Jean Turner.
This beautiful $50,000 haven will always
Feature Writers
be with us. Classes will come and classes
Betty Mackemer, Janet Jones, Wilson Whitehead,
will go. Each year if we are lucky, we may
James Coates, William Webb, Marcia Stoddard,
raise an additional $3,000.00. We have $10,Helen Hitt.
000 in actual money now and a pledge of $5,Assistants
Elva Mae Kennedy, Nancy Johnson, Isabel Flagg, 000. In twelve years if our luck continues,
Dorothy Hugli, Betty Davis, Alan Fast, Frances we can return to Rollins and see our beautiJones, Anne Whyte, Betty Haggerty, Betty Winton, ful Student Union Building that was just reDiddy Hannahs, Bruce McCreary.
cently completed.
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laughed in the wrong places . . .
didn't appreciate the play, missed
its irony. "Hooey!" said the other
half of the cast. "They laughed
hysterically, with relief. They
were looking for laughs, trying to
get away from this thing that
bothered them, made them, every
one, stop and think about the
idiocy of war." Frankly, we don't
know. We don't even think it's
important that there be a complete rapport between audience and
players. All we know is that here
was something that held our attention.
Here was a play that didn't pull
any punches, if you expect the local demand for the absence of what
some people regard as profanity.
Personally, we're pretty much unconcerned about the whole thing. If
there were those who didn't like
that play, and didn't get what it
had to say, then it seems just too
bad, but we can't actually see the
point in getting worked up about
it. Such people probably would enjoy a nice, clean war. Something
exciting you know, with parades
and bands and really spiffy uniforms. Anyway, we can't say just
how the whole argument about the
somewhat incongruous laughing
will turn out, unless we page Mr.
Gallup, and we're afraid he's much
too busy trying to find out how
many of us are ready to jump in
and fight for democracy again. The
concensus of opinion is, we're
pretty sure, that "Bury the Dead"
was a diabolically clever play; one
that carried a lot of punch and a
big, heavy moral.

Dick Rodda, as Warden Curtis
did the soft-hearted, gruff-spoken
official no harm in his impersonation. Dick has a nice way of gesturing, one that he seems to use
more in each new play. Father
Daly, in Walter Royall, seemed a
m the lyrical side of the priesthood to us, but altogether convincgly concerned over the things the
OR.EVAFIESEL.
clergy is supposed to be concerned
LINSUSTICS PROFESSOR AT
about.
BRYN MAWR COLl£ffi,READ
Clear of voice, if slightly repeti3 BOOKS A CAY UP TO THE
tious in tone, and lacking in nuDAY OF HER DEATH.
HER LAST 3 BOOKS WERE
ance. Jack Buckwalter's deterT H E U. O F HAWAM I S T H E O N L Y U N I V "THE YEARSLIFEmined presentation of the play's
ERSITY IM THE WORLD MOT UXATEP WITH- "DARK WINDOWS"— D E A T H
central figure, James Dyke, was
IN 2 0 0 0 MILES OF AN0THH5. UNIVERSITY.' "TRIUMPH'— REJURREOrOM
smoothly done. Jack has a rich
stage voice, a distinct surprise to
those accustomed to his mild normal tones, and he used it effectively, except for occasional lapses in
which the empha^s seemed a bit
Penguin Peggy
vague. Of course, the whole trouThunder storms and scalding
ird) as it's known, ble goes back to the fact that we've
sunshine were playing "pussysort of the mystery Ed., be- never been a convicted convict,
wants-a-corner" and "a-tisket, a- cause we'll be durned if we know waiting for that last hour to tick
tasket, all around Winter Park how and when he does it all. But off. So who's to say just what
Of course, one thing that helped
and vicinity. It all came about be- as long as he does us right we will might be expected of such a char- this play along was the novel way
cause of that ten gallon -wonder, refrain from putting him in print. acter?
in which it was presented. No curthe rain-maker, and the Orlando It was only this past weekend that
It's a rare play at Rollins that tains, no changes in scenery, no
and Winter Park Chambers of he was electrocuted, so that's doesn't introduce some new and ex- leading men or women, not much in
Commerce. Father Pluvius, being enough anyway for a while.
tremely capable young actor, or ac- the way of a climax, and a slightly
indebted to the latter Chamber of
We visited the Harris swimming tress. This time Helen Darling weak ending. But it got there.
Commerce because of an honorary meet Saturday to watch Harris stole the honors. As the hopeful There were highly effective condegree bestowed upon him one fine swim Harris, accompanied by a Josephine Paris, Helen carried off trasts, and the whole play sparkled
We have adopted a cold cynical attitude covocation day, and still being men- Rawls or Three and several varie- a difficult part with understanding with brilliant conversational treattally unable to forget the spiritual ties. And we found W. Hume has and skill unexpected in a first col- ment. Blackouts and clever lightin presenting our case because we think it's
call of friend rain-maker, tried to graduated from Beanei-y howling
about time something was done about it. compromise . . . But it wore him to sports announcing. All that was lege performance. We particular- ing effects played a big part in its
ly liked her business of emphasiz- success. There was very little actWe believe that the whole trouble has been out, and he decided he'd have to missing was the "come~to-order"
ing and querying with those na- ing to be done in the conventional
that the Administration has had too much cut it out before he was forced to bell. Preacher Edwards was there tural-appearing gestures of the sense . . . not much pacing about,
to say about the way the Building should be retire and become a Dean, or some- also, and modeled the seasons latest head. Warren Siddall, who is a gesturing, or manoeuvering. Ing equally as restful. So all is in men's droops . . . white; to the newcomer to us, at least, handled stead, just the voices, hitting you
handled. They called in the college archireasonably temperate and peaceful tune of a perilous sort of Irish his bit with ease and a certain as- in the face with words that were
tects and had them submit plans, and apparce again.
Fling he did in his boat. A rooting surance that promises well for the strong enough and dynamic enough
ently didn't let them suspect that cost might
to make the whole play glow with
Gardenia time is here again; tooting bit of entertainment. But future.
be a determining matter in the drive's suc- and so the Thetas have cut out we missed T. Costello in his now
There's one thing that always life and feeling. The whole empty
cess or failure. So our architects drew up a
e of the roud and are once famous "lilly-white panties".
bothers us at student plays, and farce of nationalism was split wide
Ely Haimowitz brought the house that's the stilted, unnatural posi- open and roasted to a fare-theee the GLA in glamour. Quick
plan and estimated the cost at $50,000. That
was the first mistake. The students have change artists! Somebody's gonna down Sunday afternoon last. It tions of the actors when they stand well in seventy minutes of draThe only
slip soon tho, and all of someone was, oh strange phenomena, his around talking to one another. Ev- matic theatre craft.
never fully believed that the building would
else's trophies will be missing; we JUNIOR recital, an almost unheard ery once in a while they look like thing that is to be regretted about
ever be built.
will be pelted with substance from of thing. He was magnificent, and a frozen group, caught and sus- plays like "Bury the Dead" is their
scarcity.
rooftop firing squads; and most the finger work in some of the
This is supposed to be a building for stu- likely some one will get soaking things he played was nothing short pended by some new photographic
device. "Relax!" We almost caught
With a cast of over thirty, it is
dents. It should be the concern of the stu- wet, find his car absent—or pluck- of genius. There was one particular
ourselves yelling, "Go on . . . put impossible to give individual attenlittle ripple we had never seen be- your hand in your pocket . . . twist
dents to find architects who could draw up
and sheared. Tsk! Tsk!
tion to all. A quick glance at the
At last we can write with sin- fore; a whick!
plans for a building which would conform
your tie, or even . . . even pick your highspots then, and perhaps a few
Have you all heard of the latest teeth. Just don't stand there with words for those who missed them.
re appreciation and feeling about
with the architecture of the new buildings at
something somebody hs gotten up pet in the Gamma Phi house? T'is
Rollins. There are young architects with and done on their own, unneces- the "swamp bug", a cute little your arms hanging down like If there's anyone who disputes the
that!" But convention caught us choice of Frank Daunis as the find
ideas that would prove invaluable in a buildly. The KAPPAS gave what critter—once he bites you, you are
ts grip, — convention and the of the play, we're ready to take the
ing of this sort. They could draw up plans
have heard is considered the sunk! He belongs to Jean Dens- I icy stare from the lady in front, matter to the Supreme Court. He
best dance of the year, and the more, and let us tell you, she keeps ••
at half the cost of those we already have.
e'll say it here, instead. How was Johnny Doughboy to a T, calhim healthy on shredded-wheat bis- about a little fidgeting business lous, hard boiled, and cynical.
most original.
$25,000 would be more than enough to
iree cheers, galsies. That cuits and mushrooms so he will next time?
Dick Rodda turned in what we
spend on a Student Union Building at Rolcontinue
to
thrive
the
way
he's
doshows it can be done, and everyone
It took about forty minutes to thought was his best work so far,
lins College. Half the things that have been
else seems to enjoy it, too. We be- ing now!
present the first play, and less time as the General. All the girls were
put into the blue prints are unessential. The lieve that people are just about
than that to dispose of it in con- good, and we especially were capbuilding should have a simplicity and com- fed enough now with the lack of
versation afterward. It took sev- tured by the soft, clear voice of
enty minutes to produce the sec- Betty Tomlinson. Pres Wetherell,
fort which are in no way suggested by the activity, not in what the college
offers,
hut
in
what
the
student
ond play . . . and unless we're another newcomer, as a philosophic
present plans. If we would bring this dream
body gives forth and how it accepts
wrong it will take seventy days be- Captain did extremely well. To
down to earth and start actual construction
what is offered to it, to really back
At the first perfoi-mance of "The fore it can be allocated to a con- Don Riddle, a Winchellian orchid
with the money we already have, the addi- something new. We hope so, any- Valiant" and "Bury the Dead" last versational background in this with the caution that it's not necestional money would soon be raised. As soon way. The dopes don't seem to Friday night, the Sandspur had a community. The whole campus is sary to be so darned loud, just to
as the students saw that something definite- know how to break down and have reporter in the lobby of the thea- arguing about it. "Bury the Dead" sound tough.
ly constructive was being done, their flag- the old kind of good time that tre. Unbeknown to the passing was what we moderns would politeFarnsworth and Scheu, as the
used to be so prevalent on the crowd, he took down random criti- ly and accurately describe as, "one editor and reporter, battled with
ging interest would be reawakened.
campus—even if it was just a good cisms by various people in the au- helluva play!" And we'd speak in movie-newspaper seriousness, and
We suggest something on the order of (burn-y(our-old-dib-dabs)
bonfire dience. The following comments awed tones. It wasn't a pretty made it look convincing. We
the Woolson English Building, only of course, on the horseshoe such as we oc- were made about the performance playthought Jess Gregg was ready to
of "The Valiant":
There weren't any leading char- cry at any moment. A more doleon a larger scale. Informality is what we are casionally indulged in.
Now kids, if you really do have
George Holt: "Fine, fine, fine." acters. Nobody died in the end. ful and lugubrious voice we can't
striving for, but the size of the proposed
any standum or stickum in you,
Henry Stryker: "I think it's fine Nobody got married and lived hap- imagine, even from a bona fide
building will defeat that purpose. Even the
how about taking up where the when they do something as pro- pily ever afterward. No, it wasn't ghost. And, as for the other twendrawings suggest a cold, damp building Kappas left off and helping the vocative as this."
a pretty play. But it was power- ty-three members of the cast, they
which would bemuch too large for congenial entertainment
thermometer to
Diddy Hannahs: "Held my at- ful! It was disturbing. Even the were just right, and we hope they'll
cast can't seem to reach a defi- rest happy and content with the
gatherings.
tention,"
Included under th
Joe Wilson: "I didn't like it, did nite stand yet on how it was try- satisfaction of a job well done.
We feel that something definite should
ing to get its message across. Half \ (Editor's Note: This review
be done about this building next year. At slips the Sorority and Fraternity you?"
house dances that the Student
P. R. Kelly: "I really liked it." of the cast was sore at the first j would look so nice on a simple
the present things are rather up in the air. Council is sponsoring. Let's all turn
Shirley Herman: "I liked it very night audience. They claimed it chunk of marble in a green field.)
The committee is carrying on a gallant fight out for them in a big way. They're much, but I wanted more to hapto raise an impossible sum. They are sending free, youse guys, and to those who pen."
Bill Bingham: "That was a good
out letters to the alumni who have already shun such things, be it known that
been contacted with form letters.
Even they are usually much more happy job Jack did."
than any formal all-college dance,
The following comments were
the members of the committee feel that a and very amusing. Try one, and if
ade about "Bury the Dead":
less lavish Student Union is in order. Large you are not satisfied, tear off a bit Dick Verigan: "Very powerful." F o r u m E d i t o r T o S p e a k On
Informal Party To Be Held
universities can easily afford to pay several of the particular house's best draBob Belden: "Pretty good. Very ' A r e W e L o s i n g O u r F r e e d o m '
In Recreation Hall
hundred thousand dollars for their build- peries, write on it (in one concise timely."
Dr.
Henry
Goddard
Leach,
editor
Miss Enyart: "One of the first
ings, but Rollins has only a registration of paragraph), the reasons for your
An Independent dance will be
dissatisfaction, and mail it to us. eaily good things we have had." of Forum magazine, will deliver
about 400 students. Of these 400 not all of We will give it the bite test.
Gay Davis: "I thought it was ^the Commencement Address for given tomorrow night, Thursday,
them will use the building. There will still
I Rollins this June. Dr. Leach will May 4, in Rec Hall, from 8:30 to
Do you unaware little things, v'onderful."
.k on "Are We Losing Our 10:29. Similar to the current "open
be students who will want to leave the cam- underlings of the lower classes,
Joe Matthews: "Very good."
Freedom?" a t the services to be house" affairs run by the fraternipus when they have a free hour or so. Na- realize that the time has almost
held in the Knowles Memorial ties and sororities, the party wiU
turally it will be used for the college dances, come for you to say farewell to the
Chapel at( ten o'clock, Monday be held Thursday to break up the
seniors ? And do you, same, realize
Hank Borowy, Fordham Univerbut even the novelty of that will wear off afusually uneventful Monday to Satthat said seniors composed the sity pitcher, has won fourteen morning, June fifth.
ter a while.
Dr. Leach, who studied for sev- urday stretch.
best class Rollins has had in years ? straight games in two years of ineral years in the Scandinavian
We agree that "students need a recrea- Just start thinking about them. tercollegiate competition.
The committees in charge incountries has written several cludes Mary Marchmann, Barbara
tional center where they can enjoy each oth- We think it's time you started giving at least a toothy and beautific
books on Scandinavia and is also Michaelson, Frank Barber and
er's company between and after classes", but beam apiece. You'll miss them next
president of the American Poetry "Tiny" Langford, who is niai"'y
New York City has the world's
we don't think that the present specifications
largest system of municipal col- Society. Rollins conferred an Hon- responsible for getting the dance
will supply the answer.
orary Degree on him three years organized. Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
We
under
leges.
new Editor
ago.
Haggerty will act as chaperons.

FOOTNOTES

OVERHEARD

Dr. Leach To Speak
Independents Will
At Commencement Give Dance Thursday
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lollinsHas Year of Progress Featuring New HUGE TREE OF LIFE
Dormitory, Museum, Land Tracts, Honors
FOR NEW YORK FAIR
By JANET JONES

mounds to be found ther
frame house, which is now on the
i few weeks another year will
grounds, is more than two hundred
Lrow its bright cloak of victories
years old, and was the Capitol of
ined over its shoulders and step
Florida during the brief period in
*ck into the place of memory.
which is was an independent relot the legacies of 1938-'39 will
public.
N
eep her memory fresh forever in
The generosity of Rollins' donors
Lg minds and hearts of Rollins.
was added to by Mrs. George A.
Lth the physical and spiritual
Zabriskie of New York who preLins have heen many—for the
sented to Rollins one hundred
Siool, the student body, and the
of wooded land near Daytona Beach
^dividual. Who knows for how
known as Yamasee Jungle. Ten
pig the year's touch will be felt
acres have already been cleared
piritually—such things are incaland developed. On the property is
oable; the physical benefits are
included a five room Sp;
lowever a bit more tangible and
house; three artesian wells with a
,n be more easily classified.
wind mill; two acres of orange and
The year saw the construction
grapefruit trees and three out-door
nd proposed construction of sevfire places for barbecues and picral attractive buildings. The first
nics. Yamasee Jungle should prove
( these being the latest gift of
a valuable addition to Rollins* outPrances Knowles Warren, the addoor recreational facilities of which
jtion of a building housing choir
the Pelican and Shell Island are a
ooms in the rear of the chapel.
part.
I was presented so as to increase
Early in the year the college see efficiency of, and make more cured the cancellation of a $31,000
mplete, the bautiful memorial mortgage held by the Congregaapel of the school.
tional Education Society for
I The latest, much needed and than forty years.
luch appreciated, addition to the
The recent admission of Rollin?
Lllins plan is Strong Hall, pre- College to full membership in the
^ted by Mrs. Henry Alvah Strong American Association of Univeilf Washington, D. C, who has been sity Professors is recognized as a
\ benefactor of Rollins for many laudable advance academically.
rears. Excavation for this attracThe college has also enjoyed an
ive, hexagonal dormitory has al- unusually successful year in extra
eady begun to the west of Lucy curricular activities. The college deross. Its plan reveals an elaborate bating team had the opportunity
ailding with an inclosed area for of meeting opponents from Princeincing and recreation. The archi- ton, Catholic University, Vest Virjcture will harmonize with that ginia, and Western Reserve.
[ the other girls' dormitories. The
The Rollins Student Players have
nilding will accommodate twentyhad what is probably their most
lour girls who, until this time, have
successful season, the outstanding
Ken housed off campus.
experience of which was the opThe Thomas R. Baker Museum
portunity to support Fred Stone in
if Natural History will soon have
eight performances of "Lightnin' ".
lew headquarters worthy of this
The well beloved comedy played to
iistitution, which has the distinccapacity houses in the Annie RusSon of being the only museum of
sell Theatre and was later applaudlatural history in central or southed in ten leading cities of Florida
im Florida. A short time ago the
when Mr. Stone and the students
nty of Winter Park presented to
toured the state.
Rollins College the former Aloma
Rollins' success in two comparaCountry Club building and three
tively new sports has been partiicres of adjoining land. In its new
cularly praise-worthy. The fencing
location, interest in the Museum
team can name among its deihould become much more widefeated opponents Harvard, Princeipread and facilities for improvton, Brown, M. I. T. and Boston
ing and enlarging its collections
University. The team also held and
much greater.
was victorious in the first interi The Botanical and Biological de- national collegiate fencing match
partments of the college have been with the Marines of the British
Strengthened by the recent gift of ship.
hundred acres of heavily wooded
The undefeated season of the two
id on Fort George Island, twen- eight-oared crews has won praises
five miles east of Jacksonville. from all sides and also a right to
is property was the gift of Mrs. row in the regatta at Red Bank,
;illar Wilson, herself a well known New Jersey, May 20 for the Dad
itanist, who has given the tract Vail Trophy. The varsity and junland as a Memorial to her father, ior varsity met and defeated crews
n F. Rollins. The area is noted from Williams, American Internaits great variety of sub-tropical tional College, Washington and
[rowth, and will be known as the Lee, University of Richmond, and
'John F. Rollins Bird and Plant the Asheville School and will meet
Sanctuary". Mrs. Wilson is, at Rutgers, A. I. C, Marietta and
tiie present, engaged in cutting other colleges at Red Bank.
trails through the property and
The girls' fencing team also was
trecting a log cabin with acommo- successful in two of the three
Uations for four students engaged matches it held while on the first
In botanical and scientific study, trip a girls' team has taken north.
fort George Island was the site of
May the success of the school
lOne of the earliest Spanish settle- academically and athletically be acjments in Florida and is particular- cepted as an inspirational precely interesting because of the Span- dent and the generous gifts of our
ish ruins and prehistoric Indian benefactors be duly appreciated.

i

Jean Fairbanks Gives X Club Elects Ely
Senior Art Exhibit
As 1939 President

• NEW YORK—This 60-fool statue was carved from an elm in South
Wiiidsor, Conn., by I^wrence Tenney Stevens lo represent the Tree of
Life. As the largest wooden statue in the world, it will be seen with two
smaUer statues next spring in Bowling Green Plaza near the Contemporary ArU Building at the New York WorId*s Fair 1939. Still un6nished, it is a mecca for New England sightseers. Hessian prisoners
plaifted the efan ID 1781.

Pi Phis Entertain
Lilah Nelson Will
Orlando Alumnae
Give Senior Recital
Daphne Takach To Assist Luncheon Given in Mayflower
Soloist Thursday Evening
To Commemorate Founding
Lilah Nelson, soprano, will present her senior voice recital, Friday evening. May 5, at 8:15, in the
Annie Russell Theatre. Miss Nelson will be assisted by Daphne
Takach, pianist. Emelie Dougherty
will accompany the soloist.
The complete program for the
recital is as follows:
Come Raggio Di So, Caldara; The
Three Ravens, Old English; Come,
Sweet Morning, Old French—Miss
Nelson.
II.
Fantasia in C Minor, Bach; I^e
Rossignol, Alabieff-Liszt — Miss
Takach.
Ill
Soupir, Dupare; Wie Melodien
zieht Es Mir, Brahms; Widmung;
Franz—Miss Nelson.
Nocturne In G Minor Chopin;
Variations on a Hungarii n Theme,
Brahms—Miss Takach.

Rollins Press Store
Inc.

•

Monogrammed Sationery and
Cards for Mother's Day

Get your Mothers Day
cards
—at^-

, BOOKERY
E. Park Ave.

Winter Park

Miss Nelson.

Matthew G. Ely, Jr., of Pelham
Manor, New York, was elected
President of the X Club for the
year 1939-40. Matt is well known
on campus nad has been very
prominent in campus activities.
This year he was the choir's prexy
as well as being active on the
Chapel staff, Student Union Committee, manager of the fencing
team, manager of crew, and other
activities.
The other officers elected were:
Richard Rodda, treasurer; Theodore Pittman, Jr., secretary; Wil-

Rollins Tars Trim
Dubsdread To Be Scene of Stetson Hatters
Gay Leap Year Affair
In Double Header
At last! their time has come.

And may they get it in the teeth
most violently.
Rembock Pitches First Game
The Phi Delta Thetas are brave
Against Goulding; Barker
boys. We know the Phi Delta Theand Bryson Prove Worth
tas are brave boys. We hope the
By AL SWAN
Phi Delta Thetas know how brave
The Rollins Tars swept both ends
they are. Or maybe they figure
a double-header from the Stetthey will be belles of the evening
n Hatters Saturday afternoon at
because they will be the hosts.
At any rate, some of them will Harper-Shepard field by scores of
4 and 3-2. This was the fifth
certainly be included in the nervous nail-jitters, the jittery finger- in for the Tars against Stetson in
drummers, and all the other varie- i many starts.
The first game of the afternoon
ties of unhappy male that will be
sitting on the edges of their chairs as a real pitching battle between
waiting for the call that never 36 Rembock, Rollins hurler and
s(?ems to come this week. May they Lyn Warren, Stetson ace. The outme of this game was not decided
suffer a thousand deaths before
th the score tied at three all,
Saturday night.
We are referring to the all-col- Rollins came to bat in the last
lege informal. Phi Delt dance to be half of the inning. Emmet Gouldheld next Saturday night at Dubs- ing, little third baseman for the
dread and its unusual quality. It Tars, then rapped out his third hit
will be a leap year, girl-bid-and- of the game and advanced to third
Rembock's sacrifice. Lingerfelt
break dance.
then came to bat and executed a
This will be entirely upon the
beautiful squeeze play to score
;,'irls' shoulders. They will be exGolding and the winning run.
pected to provide the corsages, if
Rembock was nicked for only six
any, and the means of transporhits and Warren held the Tars to
tation and in many cases, any refive safeties.
freshments. In that way it will be
enjoyable and a pleasure to those
The second game of the afterwho are to be favored. But
ton found Rollins going into the
how many of the favored class will fray with a Rookie battery. Ollie
ere be?
Barker, who heretofore had only
We have a mental picture of this made his appearances on the mound
ial gathering if the tables were as a relief pitcher, and Buddy
to be absolutely turned. In that Bryson, were the starting c
those lads who were lucky bination. Both of these boys ji
ugh to be asked at the last fied the faith Coach McDowall put
minute would be all set. They in them in that Barker scattered thi
would be a smallish number and Hatter hits so well that they were
the others would be divided into only able to score 2 runs in seven
two categories—those who j u s t innings. Bryson played errorless
didn't go at all, and those who ball from his postion behind the
went stag and took a chance on bat, only one base was stolen on
him throughout the game. With a
being asked to dance.
little more experience these two
About 150 gjrls would go stag boys should make invaluable play(ideal situation) and would make ers for the Tar nine.
arrangements ahead of time about
cutting in, ignoring those who de- The Tars are scheduled for some
served it. And lots of our usuallj stiff workouts this week as they
swaggering Don Juans wpuld be trek to Atlanta Thursday to meet
Oglethorpe in a three game series,
stuck, without a word to say.
Of course, we do not expect to Friday and Saturday. Oglethorpe
see this happen. It would surely will present a classy ball club
teach the Rollins boys a lesson in against the Tars that has beaten
3 of the best teams in Dixie.
thoughtfulness and manners they
need, and this will probably never
be. But we speak for the many who
wish this could and would be the

Memhers of the Florida Gamma
Good luck, boys, and may popuChapter of Pi Beta Phi fraternity,
Saturday observed the seventy^ larity be youi's!
first anniversary of the founding
of the sorority by entertaining the
Orlando Alumae Club at a lunchi
given in Mayflower Hall.
Shirley Herman was in charge of
arrangements, assisted by Hortense
Ford and Barbara Brock.
The scholarship plaque
awarded to Florence Swift for the
highest scholarship among active
bers of the chapter for 19381939.

BABY GRAND
Week Beginning May 3rd
Wednesday
"The Sweetest Story ever Told"
—filled with humor and heart
warming drama!
IRENE DUNNE
CHARLES BOYER
"LOVE AFFAIR"
with
Maria Ouspenskaya
Lee Bowman
Thursday and Friday
Even a Doctor may catch a
fever . . . when a pretty redhead comes knocking at his
door!
LEW AYRES
LIONEL BARRYMORE
"CALLING DR. KILDARE"
with
Lynne Carver — Nat Pendleton
Laraine Day
Saturday, Sunday and Monday
West of Chicago there was no
law . . . west of Dodge City
no God! Filmed in Technicolor!
ERROL FLYNN in
"DODGE CITY"
with
Olivia DeHaviland — Ann
Sheridan — Bruce Cabot
Extra — OUR GANG in
"DUEL PERSONALITIES"

Have your Portable repaired at

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange
Authorized Underwood Agents
Phone 6518, 212 South Main St.
Orlando

Andy's Garage
Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

Dairies, Inc.
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy
Products

masam

Orlando Phone 6342
Winter Park Phone 287R

%»P

at your

DATSON

WATCH I j
\ can't ft*

THIS WEEK

ORLANDO, FLORIDA
148 W. SOUTH ST.
ORLANDO

Two-piece Playsuits
In Gabardine, Rayon and
Sharkskin

$1.98 - $2.98
Two-piece sets—Jacket and
short combined with separate

|3!95
R. F. LEEDY CO.

REMEMBER YOUR MOTHER—

on May 14th send her a nice Mother's Day Card and :
pair of Mojud Silk Stockings from the

SEA GULL GIFT SHOP
WINTER PARK

Ah, Love, But a Day!, Mrs. H. H.
A. Beach; Moon-Marketing, Wea-

Attended Vogue School In Rodda, Pitman, Whitehead, ver; By a Fireside, Warren; My
Chicago, American Academy
Lover Is a Fisherman, Strickland—
Also Chosen As Officers
Jean Fairbanks of the Rollins
Art Department will give her senior art exhibit on May 10, at 8:15
P. M. The reception that evening
will be open to the college and personal friends of Miss Fairbanks.
Included in the exhibit will be
portraits done in oil and watercolor,
still life sketches in water color,
snd landscapes in water color. Several studies in sculpture will also
;te shown.
'• Miss Fairbanks attended the
Vogue School in Chicago, where
she studied costume design and
fashion illustration, and the American Academy of Arts. Later she
attended the National Park Seminary, where she majored in art
for two years before coming to
Rollins.
This year Jean has been art editor for three student publications,
tile Tomokan, the Rollins Flamingo, and The Arts.

Informality To Reign
At Phi Delt Dance

son Whitehead, librarian. Thomas
Phillips, Jr., was elected to the
Student Council and Jefferson
Kennedy was elected alternate to
the Intra-fraternity Council.

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

Phone 66

Eda's Beauty Shop
E. Park A T C

Buck Johnson—Campus Agent

Winter Park

"Beauty Is a Duty"

We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park, Phone 413

Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

Hough's Food Shop
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520

Park Ave.

BEEN TO THE BEACH? — YOUR CAR SHOULD BE
WASHED, POLISHED, SIMONIZED

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
D. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Park

SPRING IS THE TIME TO PAINT — COME HERE
FOR ANYTHING IN PAINT AND SIGNS

BRIGHTER HOMES PAINT CO.

GILDDEN PAINT AND VARNISHES
E. Park Ave.
Winter Park

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

is served exclusively in the Beanery

BOWL

For Health
And Fun

Men's
Washable Robes
$2.50
Fine all 'round summer robes,
made of washable seersucker,
broadcloth and terry cloth in
colorful candy stripes and
bright, fancy plaids. They're
grand for lounging at home or
on the beach.

Others $3.50 & $5

10 New and Modern Bowling Alleys
Soda Grill and Lounge

Men's Fashion Corner
Floor

ORLANDO BOWLING CENTER

Yowell-Drew Co.

INCORPORATED

A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Aye.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

720 N. Orange

Phone 6956

ORLANDO

'-DODGE CITY"
Olivia DcHavilland
(In New Technicolo
Tuesday and Wednesday
May 9 - 10
"DARK VICTORY"
starring Bette Davis

THE

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Honor Seven Girls
At College Dance

ROLLINS POETRY
To Professor Smith—
Medieval History gives me ennui.
To Prof. Smith it is a blissful
melody,
He plays each periodical tune from
day to day
While his office chair keeps tune
with its rhythmical sway.
But we sit stuffed in room threeUnable to budge, converse, or mix,
One is amazed how, with such perfect oblivion.
Another historical period passes—
The one we now live in!
—Eleanor Rand

Something new and different in
the Rollins system was the keynote
of the Kappa Kappa Gamma dance
last Saturday night at Dubsdread
Country Club when it was learned
at twelve-thirty o'clock the identity
of the Seven Secret Sponsors would
be divulged to the impatient mob.
Having sponsors, a custom not adhered to at Rollins, seemed unique
to everyone.
All waited with bated breath for
the presentation of a sponsor from To Eleanor Rand—
every sorority on campus. At the If Ennui had put you to sleep
proper hour the girls were called Your history has not gone today
forth from the circle of spectators
For only in thinking
and each was given an old-fashionOf problems of yore,
ed bouquet and then according to
Will you cease to blink—the fashion they walked in a circle
And history to bore.
about the dance floor escorted by All our problems of today
thir partners. The sponsors were Are related to problems far away,
Rosalie Dean, Betty Stevens,
And only in lingering
Esther Pierce, Augusta Yust,
In days gone by,
Betty Carey, Sherry Gregg, and
Can you start fingering
Luverne Phillips.
In the historical pie.
The decorations lived up to the
If my chair's squeaks keep you
forewarning on the nvitatinos. The
awake
rooms were festooned with banners
from colleges and universities all Amid your peeks for history's sake
Just start reading
over the United States. Especially
And concentrate
admired were the baskets of calla
For what you're needing
lilies.
May come too late,
Glen Brown and his orchestra
(moral)
played for the dance.
If you are subject to ennui
In a course in history
Then the cause must surely be
That you're free of curiosity!
—Rhae M. Smith

Crepe or Red
Rubber Soles
ATTACHED
Invisible Re-soling

Shoe Hospital

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply

(Opp. Hamilton Hotel)
W. M. INGRAM, Prop.

This week's record releases
Victor — Bluebird
Latest Song Sheets

AMERICAN
Launderers

The Music Box
E. Park Ave.

Phone 151

Dry Cleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Rick Gillispie
Ollie Daugherty

(^BfiOPV^)

RAY GREENE
—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400

100 Park Ave.

Spring Tune-Up
Time

Knitted Pullover
Sport Shirts
A smartly styled, easy
action garment with long
sleeves. White body with
contrasting neck and cuffs
of tan, blue, maroon or
green. Something new.

$1.50

R.C. BARER

ODDITIES
THE

AT

ROLLINS
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SANDSPUR

Results of Judging of Process of Preparing Rollins Editorial
Quoted In Review
Newspapers Is Given Steel Is Shown In Film

i—OFF CAMPUS-

Rollins Sandspur Given 2nd Edwin C. Hill Is Commentator Collegiate Opinion Differs 0

FAIR

Of Technicolor Movie
Roosevelt's Message
Anne Searle went to West Palm
Class Honor Rating
Beach to visit her parents last
NEW YORK—Here are a /etc
A
four-reel
technicolor film disweek-end.
Despite the fact that most a
of the strikingly unusual things
With the largest number of en- tributed by the United States Steel
visitors will find at the New York
Jane Russell spent Saturday and trants in the history of the Associlauded the statesmanship of Pre
World's Fair 1939:
Sunday with her mother in Cocoa. ated Collegiate Press, the 1939 Cri- Corporation was shown during the ident Roosevelt in addressing \
A parachute tower from which
Ruth Hill and Ann Roper drove tical Service results are announced assembly period today. With Ed- plea for peace to the dictator-coi
visitors may "bail out*' at an eleto Daytona Beach for the week- in this issue of the Press Review. win C. Hill as commentator, this trolled nations, collegiate opinio
vation of 250 feet and be sure
end where they were the guests Exactly 401 college and university film, one of the latest to be made was divided on the effectiveness (
of a ''happy landing."
by U. S. Steel, showed the various
of Ann's parents.
Bevolving: "magic carpets"
newspapers were sent to the Asso- processes in preparing the metal the latest U. S. move to brine o
from which you may look down
der out of the European chaos.
Ann Mitchell, Tommy Phillips ciation for judging and rating.
as from a height of two miles
from the mining of the ore to the
Chief criiticism of the faui
and Bobby McCormick were the
upon "The City of Tomorrow"
Fifty-five papers, or 13 per cent manufacture of the finished prodfinders was that the message I
inside the 200-foot Perisphere.
guests of Ollie Wittmer at his home of the total, received the coveted uct.
Hitler and Mussolini throws tl
The Carrell-Lindbergh mechanical heart, reproducing the ac- in St. Petersburg during the week- All-American ranking, while seven
Brought to the College through U. S. into a battle of words that
tion of the human organ.
Martha Kithcart went to St. papers ( a larger number than last Dr. William Melcher, professor of not our concern. This side of tl
"Steve Brodie" jumping aix
year) were given Pacemaker rat- economics, the movies were of spequestion was ably upheld by tl
Petersburg last week-end.
times a day from a reprodtiatlon
ings. The Rollins Sandspur reof the Brooklyn Bridge.
College
Villanova
Lillian Ryan was the guest of ceived second class rating for cial interest to students taking Villanova
The most valuable wheat field
Bud Gridley at his home at Or- weekly papers of colleges with an courses in business organization which said: "Isn't it natural thi
for its size in the world in full
mond Key, Sarasota last week-end. enrollment of less than 500 stu- and management. Dr. Melcher has the dictators viewed this plea wit
growth.
several
other
similar
films
coming,
misgivings? They certainly pe;
Tubby Smith spent last week-end dents.
The steel-walled bathysphere
some of which will be shown to ceived an inconsistency of views
in which descent has been made
at her home in Melbourne with
A larger number than ever bemiles down in the black depths
lly. Among these future the attitude taken by Mr, Roosi
her parents.
of the ocean.
fore used the Association's Critie
another
U.
S.
Steel
picvelt. We hope that in the futui
Dorothy
Ciccarelli,
Daphne cal Report service, which gives the
*'Bocket gun" by which pasBanks, and Frances Whittaker papers a more comprehensive criti- ture and one from the Nun-Bush the heads of our governments wi
sengers will be shot to the moon,
or Mars someday—perhaps.
refrain from making rash stati
spent Saturday and Sunday in St. cism because the judges mark on Shoe Company.
The model of a human eye so
ments that will jeopardize the ir
Petersburg where they were the several copies the criticisms of
large visitors may enter it and
trinsic value of noteworthy a[
guests
of
Anne
Earle.
look out upon the Falr*s busy
make-up and writing and show how
peals made in good faith. Fir;
scene just as if the eye were
Elva Kennedy went home to improvements can be made. Eightydoing the looking.
and last they should remenibt
Tampa during the week-end.
five, or 21 per cent used this speTwo hundred blooded cows
that if democracy is to be saf
Norine Farr went down to Miami
being milked daily on a revolv! guarded, let us protect it here, nc
last week-end to visit friends.
ing platform.
The judges of this year's Critical Attended Meeting at Sanford; ' in European battlefields."
Alice Elliot visited her parents
An orange grove transplanted
Praises
Rollins
Classes
Service prepared the following
intact all the way from Florida.
j However, in a majority were th
in Melbourne last week-end.
geneial criticisms of college newsAutomobiles with living drivcomments in favor of the Pre
Marian Russ went to her home in
ers in hair-raising collisions and
paper editing which will be helpful
Dr. Alexander Guerry, President dent's appeal. The Rollins Colleg
Tampa to spend Frday and Saturflying somersaults.
to all in laying plans for next of the University of the South, Sandspur summarized the positio
The largest opal in the world.
day.
year's
work.
The
judge
of
makeAn oil well in operation with
Sewannee, Tenn., visited Rollins of the supporters of the Presider
up and typography said;
real drillers in the "cast."
in this fashion: "Roosevelt has ti
for a few days last week.
The largest model railroad
"The outstanding trend in colDr. Guerry is the Secretary of ken a momentous step in attemp
ever constructed.
lege
newspaper
make-up
this
year
the Commission on the Institution ing to force the hands of the die
f Puppets 14 feet tall dramatizis the swing toward streamlined of Higher Education of the South- tators. Although it may fail, sue
ing the contents of the familiar
bathroom medicine cabinet.
heads ("flush left" or "no count" ern Association. The primary pur- an attempt is better than for th
Displays of rare orchids, reheads). A great many changed pose of his trip to Florida was to most powerful nation on earth t
newed every three days by plants
The X Club continued the third over to this new make-up style this attend the meeting of the Episco- adopt a philosophy of futility tc
flown lo the Fair from Venezuof the Sunday night open house year, and accompanied the change- pal Diocese at Sanford. Sewannee ward a world war. Every protej
dances last week. The living' room over with a great deal of experi- College is an Episcopalian Institu- against domination by force m.
The tremendous discharge of
10.000,000 volts of man-made
floor was cleared for dancing, and mentation in layout. Many of the tion governed by the seven dio- swell the tide of world opinion fo
lightning.
it was carefully waxed through the streamlining experiments were ceses, and for this reason Dr. peace."
A Brazilian exhibit building
eager efforts of Dick Rodda and poorly done because so few papers Guerry was a delegate to the SanThe Grinnell College Scarlet an
Manny Brankert who discovered have the modem type faces that ford convention.
Black called on collegians to sup
that by sweeping the wax into the this new type of layout requires.
Although Dean Anderson has had
port the President: "He did no
center of the floor and then ap- Generally speaking, streamlining
many dealings with Dr. Guerry, this
blunder when he called upon th
proaching at a running pace they is most effective when one of the
Tired of Girls
is the first visit that he has been
dictators of Europe to make peac
could accomplish a skillful exhi- many modem faces is used.
able to make to Rollins. He visited
Michael Angelo B
bition of something similar to the
"In typography, too many pa- several of the classes and praised for at least ten years while th
an in Florida who is tired of finish of an Olympic high ski jump pers used a mixture of type faces
world's problems could be worke
both the students and faculty vei-y
beautiful bathing girls. Mr. Bon- champion. They were killing two
out around conference table!
), a member of the Florida Na- birds with one stone for besides of unrelated type families, there- highly.
Youth, college and otherwise, al
by making their pages jumbled and
tional Exhibits art staff, has modove rthe world should thank Roose
eled dozens by hand for the specto- having fun they were getting the more difficult to read. The judges
a of Wakulla Springs to be dance floor very slippery. Well, found many that were using both many of them were laid out with velt for that appeal. It is yout
m at the New York World's it was slippery in the center, any- old and modern faces in the same no attempt to catch and hold the who will march off to some battle
way.
Fair.
head schedule (and often in the interest of the reader. Chief weak- field in the next few weeks, if aom
The punch was doled out liberally same head). Chief fault here was ness was that editorial headings such thing as the Roosevelt pro
A Yale University health official by Chappy, the Club's house man. that those using modern type faces were meaningless labels. Then, posal is not accepted soon."
has released a report which estiThe Kappa Alpha Thetas will be were forced to use italic type that too, many editorial pages are commates that 78 per cent of U. S. the next to entertain at an open was not modern, thereby spoiling pletely departmentalized, with litmale collegians have athlete's feet. house and we have heard through the effectiveness of their stream- tle attempt to gain issue-to-issue
A royal court
a very direct source that they are
variety in make-up and content. on the Iowa State College campu
The University of Minnesota stu- going to great lengths to make it
"Generally speaking, the most Too few news and feature head- when the Crown Prince and Prin
dent union has opened a new music as big a success as the other enter- unattractive page in many of the lines are used on the edit pages to cess of Denmark visited the insti
tainments have been.
rding lending library.
papers was the editorial page. Too make them attractive."
tution.

Guerry Is Visitor;
Prexy of U. of South

X Club Holds Third
Open House; Thetas
Entertain On Sunday

(Jutstanding (combinations
Orange-Buick
Company
330 N. Orange Ave.
Phone 5410
Orlando

rjj^
Ol\y

Q i i I I rr
outstanding for his combination of
D I L i L L C C ^ burning speed, control and games won,

and CHESTERFIELD, outstanding for its can't-be-copied
combination of the world's best tobaccos.
v^hesterfields' can't-be-copied blend makes
them outstanding for refreshing mildness...
for better taste... for more pleasing aroma
... outstanding for real smoking enjoyment.

YOUR FURS AND VALUABLES
Deserve Your Attention. You Should
See Where They are Stored. Do This
For Your Own PROTECTION.

When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions of men
and women more smoking pleasure...
why THEY SATISFY

W i n t e r Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Ave.

Phone Winter Park 418

CERTIFIED COLD STORAGE

BIG SALE IS CONTINUED AT

Town and Country
Shop
AngebUt Hotel BIdg.

Orlando

Splendid values in sports, street, evening
and dinner wear

$5, $7.50, $10, $14.50
Be sure and see them before you buy

The RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
They're Milder . . . They Tasfe Better

B I G BILL LEE
^Pitching Star of tht Chi
Cubi. An outstanding pitch*
• l^atienal laogus.

